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Howmany years have the two elders standing outside the sword hole lived?

At this moment, he was almost shocked!

Two catastrophes live together!

This is a horror picture they have never seen before!

Now appeared on Wiliamshen Weapon Tribulation!

Wiliam was dead just now.

But under the double robbery, can he still live?

The mood of the two is extremely complicated.

Wiliam in the sword cave barely opened his eyes and looked at the weird red lotus hanging in the air.

The red lotus shone dimly.

The song of ice and fire is slowly coming towards him.

Unexpectedly, Wiliam was not afraid of this.

Instead, he let out a low laugh.

He didn’t know the icy blue breath.

But this strange crimson, isn’t it the Long Live Demon Lotus?

“I’m relieved to see that you are still there…”Wiliam muttered lowly, closing his eyes slowly.

“bring it on!”

“You should remember me!”

“Boom!” Two breaths, using Wiliam’s body as the battlefield, raged him instantly!

This is a tearing from s*x to soul!

The two forces seem to be incompatible, but there is a strange harmony in them.

“Wiliam, hold on! After this time, Xi Lei Bingyu will completely dominate the Long Live Demon Lotus
and give birth to a new magical soldier!” Wiliam’s consciousness was vague, and he heard the words of
Senior Azure Qilin.



However, Wiliam smiled with difficulty.

Does Xilai Bingyu dominate the Long Live Demon Lotus?

It’s not like that.

I dont want this happened too!

I believe you too!

my buddy……

Wiliam and Long Live Demon Lotus came along, don’t they understand each other enough?

At the beginning, Long Live Demon Lotus was snatched away by grandpa.

Black Flower Silver Needle also wants to dominate Long Live Demon Lotus.

And the final result is that Long Live Demon Lotus swallowed the Black Flower and Silver Needle, and
is still the master of the world!

Can you hear you guys?

I, Wiliam, are still unwilling to be resigned to fate and not succumbing to others!

I believe you are still the same.

Last time, I brought you back.

This time, it’s your turn.

I leave my life to you.

You bring me back!

What’s the point of Xilaibing Bingyu?

I only want you!

Wiliam’s consciousness became more and more blurred, as if he was getting farther and farther away
from this world.

He saw a lot of things and saw a lot of people.

grandfather……

Wind and snow…

as well as……

Aman wrapped in a black robe, his body resembling a Cangshan mountain, his eyes like raging fire!



Um?

Wiliam’s consciousness was so stimulated that it was rare to wake up briefly.

Why do you see this strange man?

who is he?

Why does it appear in my consciousness?

It’s impossible!

Wiliam’s heart was suddenly shaken!

The seventh chapter of the “Impermanent Medical Classics” mocks the wind, which can briefly predict
the future!

Is this man someone who will appear in my life in the future?

Wiliam wanted to think about it, the illusion in front of him shattered, and he felt the pain of the
tearing soul again.

Long live the demon lotus is still awakened.

The breath of Hexi Lei Bingyu was still tearing his soul.

but……

Nothing…

Believe you, from one to the end..

Wiliam regained his happiness, using his body and soul to tolerate these two raging auras.

The scene before him was terrifying.

Two breaths kept tearing at Wiliam, and Wiliam didn’t look like a living person anymore.

I don’t know how long it took.

Wiliam’s breathing gradually weakened.

“Wiliam! Hold on!” The Azure Qilin’s voice kept shouting in his mind, trying to keep Wiliam awake.

But the farther behind, even the Azure Kylin began to sigh.

He also didn’t expect such an end.

It should be said that he underestimated the Long Live Demon Lotus, and also underestimated the
Xilai Bingyu.

Although the Xilai Bingyu is a thing of the Azure Kylin, just as Wiliam thought, it is difficult to choose
between the gods who recognize the master!



Unless the owner is completely gone.

Although the Xilai Bingyu in front of him recognized the breath of the azure unicorn in Wiliam’s body,
it was difficult for the jealous Bingyu to accept the new owner again.

That’s why the two catastrophes in front of them are living together, and they are tyrannical.

Is a good inheritor going to fall like this?

Azure Qilin wanted to help Wiliam, but he didn’t have this ability.

Everything depends on Wiliam.

Outside the sword hole, a footstep suddenly appeared.

A group of silhouettes fell in front of the two elders.

The eyes of the two elders changed suddenly, and they shouted sharply: “Back! It’s dangerous here!”

The people here are the elders of Can Jian Jiu Tian headed by Xu Benliu.

They just finished treating Xu Tongyin just now.

Seeing Xu Tongyin forcing the blood from the apex of his heart, causing a severe coma, they could
imagine what a serious matter would be discovered on the sword hole.

Because they didn’t worry about Wiliam, they rushed over.

As soon as I thought of coming over, I saw two hidden elders standing outside the sword hole.

One half of his body was frozen in ice blue.

The other is even worse, half of his body is dripping with blood, as if being pierced by ten thousand
arrows!

Xu Benliu heard the elder’s warning, and immediately took a few steps back.

“Elder, what happened? Why are you doing this? What about Wiliam?” Xu Benliu asked several
questions continuously.

“Two catastrophes live together! Terrible!” said one of the elders, still with a shocked look in his eyes.

And the other elder simply said what happened.

The people at the scene were dumbfounded!

“Five Dao Weapon Tribulation! Moreover, there is a double calamity coexistence!” Xu Benliu’s whole
person is not well.

Their treasure of the Zhenzong, the three weapon robberies appeared!

NowWiliam’s magic weapon has five weapon calamities!



Forget it, there is still a thousand-year wonder of the twin catastrophes living together!

What kind of enchanting level is Wiliam’s Long Live Demon Lotus!

“What about Wiliam!” Xu Benliu had an ominous premonition in his heart.

The Tongyin Tianzong wizard, with the blessing of the magic sword furnace, was able to support the
second weapon robbery, and was severely unconscious.

Wiliam suffers three weapon plunders alone, how is this possible!

“Wiliam, I’m afraid I’ll die…” an elder whispered, his words full of regret and regret.

“There are no people who can survive the double robbery. Even if we are in the past, there will be
death and no life.” Another elder added.

Xu Benliu was shocked and looked at Jiandong sadly.

Benefactor, did it fall like this?

Still fell in their sword hole.

In this way, Can Jian Jiutian will bear great guilt!

Just as Xu Benliu wanted to forcefully break into the sword hole to find out, the bodies of the two
elders suddenly shook severely!

“Wait! Don’t go in yet!” An elder looked at his feet in horror!

The breath of ice blue is slowly fading!

Like a flowing snake, frantically rushing towards the sword hole.

It’s like the last struggle!

And the crimson aura on the other elder’s body was instantly prosperous, but there was no harm to
the elder!

This scene made Xu Benliu dumbfounded.

What happened in the sword hole?

The double robbery is not over yet?

Does it mean that Wiliam is still dead?

And just as he was thinking, his head suddenly blew!

A voice that felt like a hallucination came from the sword hole, and it seemed to appear directly in his
ears!

“I heard……”



“My master……”
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